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South Central Is Denied
$14.8 Million Rate Hike
FRANIar ORT, Ky (UPI ( --The state Public Service Commission has denied the entire
$14.8 million rate increase
requested by South Central Bell
Telephone Co., the state lar
telephone utility with about
531,000 customers.
Immediately following the
announcement, the company
obtained a temporary restraining
order in Franklin Circuit Court
preventing the commission a-om
enforcing its order.
With the court order, S uth
Central Bell could place its
proposed higher rates in effect.

'The reading which has pleased
will please when repeated ten
times" Horace

, 1971

10,Per Copy

Firif Major
Snow Storm
Hits East

Vol. LXXXXII

No

Congress Ends
Session Today

By United Press International
WASHINGTON 1UP! -The In exchange for the continuParts of the'Northeast were
House and Senate meet today ing resolution, Proxmire was
• ked in under 20 inches of
to put a formal end to the 91st assured the Senate would allow
ow today'. Paul Petzoldt
Congress, the longest since the the SST issue to come to a head
If you were up by 6:30 Wednesday
votild not have been impressed.
Korean War. A day later and in a showdown vote in the new
morning, you would have been
Petzoldt, 62, spent his New
the Constitution would have Congress.
greeted by a sky which was
Year's Day high on the slope of
killed it.
breathtaking in its beauty. The
13,766-foot Grand Teton MounThe
House already
has
The
supersonic
transport
sun was not visible, but it was
tain in Northwest Wyoming
passed the continuing resolution
plane
(
SST)
issue;
which
has
Just before rising. The brilliant
And he had problems of his
kept Congress in session Os for the Transportation Departreds and pinks reflected from the
own-three feet of fresh snow
Rev. J. Rill Jones
long, held the key to the ment and has approved a
soft clouds presented a picutre
and 45-mile-an-hour winds.
resolution calling for adjournION
Mary
adjournment
Des
before its legal
*word
whieh an artist would have found
''It's like being inside
today.
_
death at noon on Sunday, -- ment
difficult to let sown
canvas.
marshmallow," Petzoldt sal'.
An
informal
arrangement
has
refunds if the new rates
Deep red nearest where the sun
"There is more snow in the
Not since the height of
been made with Sen. William Korean
finally denied by the courts..
was, then gradually lessening in
area that I have ever seen
War has Congress
Proxmire,
D-Wis., arch foe of dragged on until
A hearing on whether the order
intensity to become a delicate
before.Jan.
The
the SST: Proxmire will\firop
should be dissolved or continue
pink along the fringes.
last
Congress that
Rev. J. Bill Jones, son of the The storm stranded Petzoldt.
ended
Rev. Norman Culpepper
filibuster
plans
and
let
the
as an injunction has been set for late E. C. and Gussie Jones of and 23 other climbers in their
constitutionally met in 1941.
Senate adjourn4 today and the
Jan. 12 before Franklin Circuit Murray, has resigned as pastor of- base- -ealpp-sa,-700 feet below
It was all free too
leadership will allow showdown
Judge Henry Meigss.
the First Baptist Church, Prin- Grand Teton's summit.
South Central Bell has asked ceton, where he has served for Washington, D.C., caught 15 Southern Baptist Seminary in vote on the SST early in the
Fellow says the accent is on
next session.
for the $14.8 million increase in the past eight years.
youth today, but the stress is on
inches of snow from the Louisville conferred the Master
basic, local-service rates. The
of
Religious
the parents.
Education
Degree
His resignauon is to becorde northeast storm. President_
Proxmire was expected to
Rev. Norman Culpepper will be hike would have averaged 15 per
effective about February 1. He Nixon and his family were upon Miss Mary Dell Warford of speak on the SST issue when
the
guest
speaker
at
both
the
cent of all intrastate revenue but has accepted a call as pastor of forced to delay their departure Murray on December 18.
Glad to see Inez Jones up and
the Senate opens at 11 a.m.
about again. She got over her 10:45 a.m. and five p.m. services would have been much higher in the Florence Baptist Church at t for Camp David, Md., Friday Her area of specialization is EST today. The House meets at
operation then got to ailing again at the .First Baptist Church, some exchanges.
and the combination of the social work. Part of the noon.
Florence, Ky.
and went back to the hospital for Murray, on Sunday, January 3. The PSC order, dated Wed- Re!. Jones came to Princeton Weather and the holiday left the requirements for the degree were President Nixon signed a
nesday and announced Thursday, on May 13, 1962, from Corbin, nation's capital a virtual ghost fulfilled through field work done concurring resolution Friday
a couple of days. Seems to be well The guest minister is
pastor of
again.
in the inner city of Lousivlle. She fixing Jan. 21 as the starting
avbere he was pastor of
the Parkview Baptist Church, was, signed by Commissioners
New York City got five to has also served the East Baptist date of the 92nd Congress, but By United Press International
Jackson, Tenn. He was the for- Howard Clay of Louisville and Central Baptist Church.
Joe Travis of Glasgow.
Our White Crowned Sparrow has mer pastor of the
A rash of multiple-death
Florence is located in northern eight inches of snow during the Church as organist daring her an aide made it clear Nixon
Memorial
The corriMissioli eaued the rate Kentucky, about ten miles from storm's . .14 hours. Traffic Seminary training.
not showed up so far this winter. Baptist Church,
still could call a special session. traffic accidents pushed the
Murray, and has
Increase "unfair, unjust. .and Cincirmati, Ohio. The church, Commissioner Theodore Karair Miss Warford graduated from To get arount the SST New Year's holiday weekend
He's a pretty little rascal with also served as pastor
of the Sugar
unreasonable."
black and white stripes on his Creek and Sinking
which R.Jones will serve, is linzoff announced a snoW high school at Corinth, Miss., in impasse and the Transportation death toll today ahead of
Spring Baptist
head. His mate looks more like a Churches here.
the tows's- largest Baptist emergency and said it would be 1964 and from Murray 'State Department funding, the senate estimates of 400 to 500 dead and
regular Sparrow, but she has a
University -with a Bachelor in agreed to a continuing resolu- 19,000 to 23,000 injured.
Church.
continued through today.
He was born and reared in
soft brown crown on her head.
The blast closed both Wash- Music Education in 1968. She was tion allowing the department to The National...:Safety Council
Calloway County. He was bapington airpofts for a time active in Baptist Student Union spend at the 1970 spending rate said late Friday that the toll
Squirrels gadding about one day tized, licensed to preach, and
Friday, limited operations at activities during her days at -$2.6 billion for the year - was running ahead - of its
this week when the sun came out ordained by the Cherry Corner
New York's Kennedy Airpor Murray State and through camp until March 31. This would estimated
"78-hour tkawItY
to warm things up temporarily. Baptist Church.
eeke6nd.
uni
Guy H. Simmons of 204 South
and forced the temporary work is known throughout include the annual spending
Rev. Culpepper attended the Third Street died at 1:45 this
Western` Kentucky by the young rate of $210 million for the SST holiday period began at 6 p.m.
closing
LaGuardia
of
and
Rev.
Billy
J.
Gallimore
will
local time Friday and ends at
people.
We like these Manhandler soups. West Kentucky Baptist Bible mbrning while enroute to the
present a prigram of colored Newark airports, also serving
midnight Sunday,
She has served on the staff o
Especuilly the thick ones with Institute, Clinton, received his B. Murray-Calloway County
„ ,
the
New
York
area.
slides of the Holy Lands on
S. degree from Murray State Hospital in. an
Baptist
Jonathan
Creek
,
vegetables and meat in them.
A United Press International
ambulance. He Monday, Jantary 4, at
Major
race tracks in three
seven
University, and graduated from suffered from a heart condition
Assembly near Aurora, Ky., Girl
count at 8 a.m. EST showed 212
p.m. at
Volans Unite states were closed by the storm Scout Camp on Big Bear Creek
Interesting -- conversationalists, the Southern Baptist Theological and was stricken at his home.
persons killed in traffic actheMumnaers
annual
and
Methodist
Chitr,
located
on
the
Seminary,
Louisville.
Charles Homra and Melvin
Cedarmore
Baptist
The deceased is 76 years of age. Mayfield
cidents since the holiday period
Parade 'In Philadelphia was and
Highmy
121
at
Stella.
He
is
married
to the former
Henley.
Assembly at Bagdad, Ky. Other
Mr. Simmons is survived by his
began.
Bro. Gallirnore pastor of the postponed. Parts of Southern
Kathleen Trevathan daught. of wife, Mrs. Ada Thomas
Simmons New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, Pennsylvania had 20 inches of work with the youth includes club FRANKFORT, Ky.(UPI)-Lt. A breakdown of accidental
and day care activities in the Gov. Wendell H. Ford said deaths:
Opal over at Rudy's asked us if Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Trevathan of of 204 South Third Street; one
New Concord, has just returned snow before the storm blew out inner city of Louisville.
we would mail three letters for Murray Route One, and they daughter, Mrs. CharityaGlover of
Thursday the removal of the 5 per Traffic
today:-.
seiretnlar
212
to
from an extended tour of the Holy
Among those attending the cent sales tax from prescription Fires
her since we were on our way to have one daughter, Shirley, and Coshocton, Ohio; two sons, J. D.
18
The Northern Great Lakes
Lands.
the postoffice. Sure, we says, if two sons. Jerry and Timmy.
'Simmons of Nashville, Tenn., and
states had up to an inch of Winter Convocation were her medicine demonstrates that Planes Other
9
The
church
pastor.
Rev.
Doss.'
Mrs.
parents.
Ear
and
Rev.
they have stamps on them. She
Bennie Simmons of Murray; one
fairness can be put into Ken- ..Total
239
fresh snow and rain and
Wheatley,
and
the
Methodist
Warford of Murray, Mr. and Mrs tucky's revenue -.structure "by California led the nation with
didn't have any stamps so she
step daughter, Mrs. Anne Morris Men's
Club invite the general showers dotted Northern and Ben Hundley of Jackson, Tenn.
gives us 15c. Now stamps cost six
Bach of Forest, DU; one.stepson, public
lifting a regressive levy from the 2,1 traffic 'fatalities. Texas came
today.
early
California
Central
to attend this program.
cents each which amounts to lac.
second with 19, follovred by
Edwin Morris of Memphis,
F:Isewhere, fair weather was and Mr. and Mrs. Benny Warford elderly and poor."
of Louisville.
Now the way we figure it Opal
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Clarice
As of Friday, Kentuckians wilt New York' with11, Michigan
the rule.
A definite decision concerning no longer have to pay the tax on with 14, Illinois 13, Massaowes us three cents. But, to
Coleman of Dresden, Tenn.;
Early morning temperatures
complicate the situation she says
three brothers, Virgil of Meriden,
ranged from 5 below zero at the place where Miss Warford prescription medic* and such chusetts 12 and Ohio 11.
the next time we are over, she'll Ft. Ord, Calif. AHTNC ) Dec. Miss., Sterling of Mayfield, and
Watertown, N.Y., to 69 at the will live and serve will be made prosthetic devices as crutches, There were numerous traffic
Year..
buy our coffee for us. Now coffee 8-Army Private Bobby G. Cleatus of Jackson, Tenn.; eight • - wheel chairs and artificial limbs: accidents that claimed several
Corpus Christi, Tek., Naval Air soon after the New
costs 15c pins one more cent for Campbell,21,son of Mr. and Mrs. grandchildren; five great. The Paris-Henry County Arts Station.
Keeping a commitment he lives.
Council announces the canthe tax which makes 16c. In a Clifton T. Campbell, 1510 Dudley grandchildren. •
made alp June, 1969, Ford, as Five persons died on the New
way we will come out ahead on Drive, Murray, recently compresiding officer of the state York State' Thruway east of
The funeral will be held at the celttion of the following
this deal even though we had to pleted an eight-week cooking chapel of the J. H. Churchill scheduled concert:
Senate, had therdrescription Buffalo when one car crossed
pay out three cents or
own course at',Ft. Ord, Calif.
medicine tax lre val bill in- the median line, collided with
Funeral Home and burial will be
January
11-Monday-Ruby
money for the stamps. _Let's see
troduced on Jan. 6, the first day another car and a third plowed
in the Murray City Cemetery.
•
now, sixteen cents for the coffee, The course trains personnel to Frieri& may call at the J. H. Holbrook, dramatist, Grbve
of the 1970 session of theGeneral into the wreckage. Four teenAssembly. Nine days later the agers were killed and one
which will be free, less the three prepare and serve a wide variety Churchill Funeral Home after six Junior High Schocil Auditorium.
They are replacing this eqnSenate passed the measure, 33-3. critically
cents we paid out, leaves thirteen of food in large or small quan- p.m. today (Saturday).
when
injured
a
rles Finley and his brother, The bill was signed into law on
cert, at a different date and HYDEN, Ky. (UPI)
cents in the clear. OK,we'll settle tities. Students are trained in
speeding ,.,auto slammed into a
I
eywith
the
Place..
following
-stete----reeeue
for that. However we are not safe baking, the principles of meat
Iht"O'it 'near Rock Falls,
FIREMEN CALLED • • '
officials believe dynamite may The bodies of the 38 victims today.
-that we want to mail any more cutting, field kitchen operations :The Murray Fire Department
fll
April 7-Wed. 8:00 p.m.ye set off anCIPlosion in a
letters for Opal unless they and service of an army mesa ball. agree_ red two calls to Elizabeth National-Ope
Another car-train crash near
re taken to funeral homes in
anti mine here that killed
already have stamps on them., Pvt. Campbell entered he Flail DormiteragMarraY State Marriage
Lake Odessa, Mich., killed four
NOW iN FLORID
neighboring
Clay
County
where
y in July 1970.
University, on New Years'Eve Wish),Paris City Auditorium. persons Wednesday.
30 miners lived and in Leslie - (FHTNC) MAYPORT,111..K.- members of a:family and left
City Councilman Max Weaver
night. Firemen said there was no
Members are-urged to Cancel Federal and state inspectors :_`..ounty where the eight others avy Chief Warrent Officer the 15-year-old son in critical
has done an excellent job in the
Harry L Lovett, husband of -the condition. The family's rural
A 1967 graduate of Murray fire, but steam was coming from the Holbrook concert on their went into the, -mine tooday to resided.
field of traffic planning for the
a boiler at the top of the building, schedule of concerts, and list
begin an • offidleI investigation
former Mat Sue Cain of 302 home near Ionia, Mich., had
High
School,
he
attended
Murray.
city. He has put many hours of
tragedy, Funeral services were held North 7th St., Murray has burned only a week ago.
located at North 15th and Opera concert.
Into the cause
•
Friday at Bear Branch for returned to
work and study into the various State University.
Three sisters, 17 to 22 years
Chestnut Streets.
This applies also to the one of the worst mule, disasters
Mayporti_
Walter Bentley, 60, father of
phases of traffic routing and
following a seven- month old, and a teen-age companion
members of the Murray Civic In Kentucky history.
children, and at Elk Creek for deployment to
traffic congestion and he made
Music Association.
Southeast Asia were killed in Corpus Christi,
James Westfield, assistant Russell Morgan, 33. Funerals with Attack Squadron 12 em- Tex., when their car was struck
several suggestions at the council
director of the US. Bureau of for the other 36 will be held barked aboard the aircraft from behind and knocked into a
meeting on Tuesday to affeViate
, said he did not know today and Sunday.
congestion at three points near
10-foot-deep ditch.
carrier USS Shangri-La.
how long it would take to
city schools.
complete the inspection.
United Press Intereatleoal
:::::WAWM:5%;;:r4SCMSZ:W7Ne40:
It is surprising how much good
"We could be underground
some painted signs on the street,
Kentucky: Variable cloudiness for several days," lie said. "we
painted cross-walks, arrows, etc.
and not so cold most sections just have to see what we'll find
will do to move traffic, This was,
tonight with a few tight snow down there. It could be months
borne out by the new lines and
showers extreme north portions. before the full investigation is
arrows on lath. Street.
Increasing cloudiness and not so wrapped up if a public hearing
cold Saturday and- scattered also is held."
showers mainly west portion
RETURNS TO ROMEPORT
Saturday night. Sunday mostly Westfield said bot.ft state and
cloudy with occasional rain federal rescue workers told him
(FHTNC)USS America-Navy
spreading over most of the state. "It lookaatir
t
plosives .Petty Officer Third Class
Cool Sunday. Lows tonight dynamite
it.Richard V. Farrell, son of Mr.
mostly 20a east to 304 west. Highs It had been reported that the
and Mrs. Richard W. Farrell of
Saturday 404 to lower 50s. Lows day before the A.Sosion two
1304 Poplar St., Murray, has
Saturday night upper 304 to lower cases of dynamite had been
returned to his homeport of
404. Highs Sunday mostly hipper sent into the mine to- blast a
Norfolk, Va., aboard the aircraft
40s.
new facing in the seam.
carrier USS America after an
deployment
EXTENDED
to the
eight-month
OUTLOOK
Westfield said rescue crews
Extended- weather outlook for based their belief of dynamite
Western Pacific.
Kentucky
Monday through as a probable cause from
Wednesday. Cool Monday and evidence collected during their
Tuesday but colder Wednesday. search for bodies. They took air
&ow You Know
Highs upper 30s and 404 Monday and coal dust samplings,
By United Press International
, lowering to lower 304 Wednesday. inspected mine walls and roofs,
The new year began March Commissioner of Parks, W. James Host, delighted about the Lows mostly Mid -30s 'and' and mapped the positions of the
RESCUE SQUAD DONATION-Dan McKinney, right, of I.asiter•McKinney
Datum, LS shown
25 in England until 1752 when succeas of the Kentucky Handcraft Shops. shows one of the many Tuesday lowering to upper 20s victims' bodies in relation to presenting a check for $100 to Terry Mullins, chief of the Nlun;es4 allossay
Fire-Rescue Unit. The
'the Gregorian Calendar was beautiful and unique apple face dolls, made by hand
30s
Toir
and
Wednesday
fellow
a
squad is conducting a fund raising drive in order to rai%e enougt moor)to maintain operation.
the machines they operated.
adopted.
Kentuckian, aim Edith Heise of Murray.
The mioe UL, owned to
Staff Photo By David Hill
-
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Resigns As Pastor

Rev. Culpepper To
Be Guest Minister

arford
114raduate
Seminary

r

Death Toll
Ahead Of
Estimates

GAy Simmons
Expires Today

Holy Land Slides To
Be Shown Monday

Th
fore

Law Removing Tax
From Prescriptions
Is Now In Effect

the

Bobby G. Campbell
Completes Course

Concert Cancelled
For January 11

Dynamite May Be Cause
Of Explosion In Coal Mine

I's

The Weather
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e Presidency At The Halfway
'Mark Shows Pluses And Minusgs

chanoes.
college campuses. President and Mrs. Nixon by
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Adminis- quieting the
Failure to Communicate
then have long since bid their
decisurprise
President's
The
He has been criticized for h'
tration sources have been
and
Kennedy
Fr,
John
adieus.
into
troops
U.S.
send
to
issuing their evaluations of sion
threw alleged failure to keep open
/
Cambodia touched off violent Lyadon B. Johnson often
-I
President Nixon's first two
and lines of communications wit.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1509
window
the
out
reaction, including the shooting protocol
Madison Ave., Memphis. Tenn.; Time & LifeEldg.. New York, N.Y.,
Congress-and even his I
years in office. The following is
the evening.
into
tong
stayed
university
State
Kent
four
of
Steptien.on Bldg., Detroit. NAB,
In foreign affairs, •
cabinet.
an independent appraisal by a
Triumph
Greatest
students by Ohio National
cited his power as
UPI reporter who has covered
often
has
of
moment()
any at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for
_greatest
Ente
Nixon's
Guardsmen. But he rode out
-in-Chief" to move
Millions snemployed
the Whale House since 1960. She
"Commander
surely
was
mission as Second Class Matter
storm, contending that the personal triumph
15 weeks or more
first and inform Congress
finds both pluses and minuses. the
landing.
moon
11
Apollo
the
in
lives
saved American
EICBsCIPTION RATEk By Carrier In Murray, per week 35e, per
a/fle11 scale;
But she writei that above all, move
week afterwards.
most searing
His
Month $1.52. In Calloway,and adjoining counties, per year, 15.50;
the the long run and helped his
stabilize
must
Nixon
he President commands a
followed the Cambodian ven1 & 2, $13.00; Elsew1et.316410. Al! service subscriptions 18.00.
plan.
Vietnamization
economy and continue w1ththere deep respect from his staff and
"knew
he
say
Aides
ture.
world
the
to
nate Outstanding OWN Aiswt of a ContmunIty h the
drawing from Vietnam to win It signaled
but he had to they apparently do not live in
Integrity et Its Newspaper'
particularly the Communists, would be turmoil
Ia 1972.1
fear of his wrath, unlike those
right."
was
felt
he
that Nixon might move unpre- do what
who served LBJ and were often
the
to
added
President
considered
The
strategy
dictably-a
SATURDAY-JANUARY 2,, 1071
• By HELEN THOMAS
humiliated.
openly
opposed
Americans
President's disniny of
WASHINGTON (UPI) - At important by the
He is not a table pounder and
dissident
calling
by
war
adviaffairs
the
to
security
national
hip shooter. But he
half time in his term, Richard
students "campus bums." La- he is not a
A. Kinssinger.
Milhous Nixon exudes con- ser, Henry
displayed anger. It came
has
the
to
go
to
decided
Nixon
front,
ter, he
the Senate
fidence that he can solve the On the domestic
when
a relatively Ltncoln Memorial at 4 a.m. through
The ruling which increased out of state tuition at
Supreme
\Amami rale o1 consumer
monumental national and inter- aides say there was
his
of
two
rejected
to the Supreme die** an anti war rally to rap
price rise (right scale)
KentuZky colleges and universities has had an
Nixon
national problems that will smooth fbliowup
appointees.
Court
maybe
and
kids
college
desegregate
to
With
would
determine his political fate in Court's order
senators
the
that
adverse effect on the growth of Murray State
under'
charged
of
plan
some
schools at once. One aide put it .reach
the
front'
man
1972.
a
accept
not
University and although we have not checked
1978*
68
66
64
62
so
"Look at the South, Aiding. The students involved
58
1956
The President is fully aware,this way:
South.
an
effort
-the
enrollment figures, we feel that Murray State has
consider
overturned.
cli?in't
been
have
of course, that he must no buses
*January-September
To Nixon, a man's greatest
is dealing with Unqualified success.
suffered more from the new ruling than most any
continue to wind down the war The government
is to perform with
attribute
Data: Bureau of Labor Statistics
Nixon
46
hard core 'Statistically speaking,
other state university.
in Vietnam and jack up a the problems,in the
coolness and composure under
52
and
Meetings
cabinet
28
held
The reason is that Murray State juts out on
sagging domestic economy. He areas."
triumphed over his
By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
National Security Council meet- stress. He
Criticized Aluaut Priorities
in a brilliant
Chamber of Commerce of the United Awes
can point to some accomplishimage
"
-loser
somewhat of a peninsula of land into Tennessee,
years.
two
first
One of the criticisms leveled ings during his
THE MAJOR social cost of bringing inflation under conments in Vietnam.
comeback and philosophizes
congresIllinois, Indiana and Missouri whereas other state
Republican
the
met
that
is
He
Executive
Chief
the
decline
trol is higher unemployment that accompanies
When he took over from at
often with young people that
cent of hitt sional leadership 41 times and
schools have a far greater section of the state to
of inflation. One hardship -measure a the cost of controlLyndon B. Johnson on Jan. 20, he has spent 80 per
one can always try try again,
He
times.
17
leaders
neglect- bipartisan
draw from. Here in Murray we extend to the west
ling inflation is rise in longterm unemployment (15
1969, there were 543,000 U.S. time in foreign affairs,
cabinet and succeed.
major
four
had
of
has
-problems
slowtormenting
business
1969-70
the
the
in
far
So
ing
Paducah
to
over).
weeks and
only a very short distance, to the north
Naps in Vietnam. He had
growinti
down, longterm unemployment has risen considerably
steadily reduced this figure to the cities, poverty and
which has a college of its own, to the east to
when
which
ghettos
the
in
recessions of 1957-58 and 1960-61,
the
in
militancy
than
less
and
ember
mid-Dec
of
344,000 as
Hopkinsville, which also has a college of its own,
longterm unemployment averaged 1.5 million persons. I plans to cut it to 284,000 by adds to racial tensions.
and to the south only about eight miles.
In the first nine months of 1970 the comparable figure
May 1. American casualties Whatever the validity of these
was 0.6 million, despite an increase in .the size of the
Historically we have drawn from West Tenhave dropped from 300 a week complaints, the President Mlwork force. But because the rate of inflation has not yet
questionably is happier grafi-,
nessee, southern Illinois, Indiana and,Missouri. All
to 30 a week.
been appreciably reduced, it remains to be seen how
policy
foreign
with
piing
President
the
not
or
Whether
of these sections of the named states are
much its pace will slacken and longterm unemployment
is dealing
he
than
problems
that
people
the
convinces
the
by
categorically placed as "out of state" areas
will rise in the coming months.
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Vietnam "may have been one with hame affairs. He is a
Use of the state line as 'thecriterion.
U.S.641 NORTH
Laken
has
and
traveler
jaunty
he
of America's finest hours,"
Murray State is placed in the position of having
apparently has won their six trips abroad, including one
SATURDAY & SUNDAY - Shows 2:1,5, 9:15. 7: 15 & 9:16
most of the state to the east of it, whereas other
support with his promise to round-the-world tour. On''snOti
travels he emphasizes the:TI.S.
wind down the war.
state schools, even though they might be near the
1.5%
THE
"
1.5%
of "peace ,thAtigh
policy
Peace
of
Question
A
around
state
of
the
border, still have a wide radius
he succeeds, few probably strength" and "powier'''Imith
If
—Archer Mnsten. New Vork Post
them from which to draw.
will ask whether he also has restraint.We think some change should be made by the
over
thy,
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of Murray,Kentucky NOD be the personnel of the
Street Departam. Lit $5,923.90 per year.
ment and personnel of the
On and after the brie day in Sanitation Department
shall be
January, 1971, the comPs
- poetics and are increased for longevity,
of such other employees as the calculated as follows, to-wit:
ORDINANCE NUMBER 533,
Superintendent of the Street Five Dollars ($5.00)
BEING
per month
AN
ORDINANCE
FIXING THE SALARY AND Department of City of Murray, after four (4) years of emKennee&y, with the approval of ployment;
and an additional $5.00
COMPENSATION OF THE
the Cabaxin Council of City of per month
for each two additional
OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Murray, Kentucky, may deem years
of service after the four (4)
OF THE MURRAY POLICE
By JACK GAYER
songwriting contest.
expedient, shall be such salaries
lis George, 1971's Miss America,
years original employment, not NEW YORK (UPI)—The new
DEPARTMENT, OFFICIALS as
the Common Council of City of to
some former Miss Americas
exceed a total of twenty (In) television network week brings
AND EMPLOYEES OF THE
MONDAY
Murray, Kentucky, may from
and contestants, singers Anita
years. Such longevity shall be seven premieres of weekly pro- Audrey
MURRAY FIRE DEPART- time
Meadows guests with Bryant
to time fix or determine. calculated twice each year, toand Joe De Vito and
MENT,SUPERINTENDENT OF The
Red
Skelton
on NBC at 7:30 dancer Don
minutes of the meeting of the wn: From January 1 and July 1,
Correia.
l'HE CITY STREET DEPARTABC
starts
Monday
a
night
p.m. a "mean little kid" sketch.
Common Council fixing such whichever
NBC's "Four - in - One: Rod
date is nearest the
MENT, ASSISTANT
remuneration shall be sufficient date of such employment of each movie skein and brings bock "Rowan and Martin's Laugh- Sterling's Night
Gallery" at 10
SUPERINTENDENT OF THE evidence
the professional bowlers ton's. In- on NBC at 8 features Samof such determination. individual
has two dramas, "Make Mr
presently
or Jackie Gleason repeats begin my
CITY STREET DEPARTMENT, Such
Davis Jr. and basketball
sums shall be payable at hereinafter employed
Laugh" and "Clean Kills and
SUPERINTENDENT OF THE such
on CBS, a new Andy Griffith star Wilt Chamberlain.
intervals and ranounts as
MURRAY
WATER
series starts and "Animal The ABC movie is introduced Other Trophies," deal*, reAND the disbursing officers
of the City
SECTION IX: Personnel of the
spectively, with
an
SEWERAGE
inept
SYSTEMS, of Murray,
Kentucky, may Police Department and personnel Word" and "CBS Golf Classic" at 9, filling the space left by comedian, desperate for
ASSISTANT SUPERINlaughreturn
the
to
network.
the end of the pro football
direct, or as directed by the of the Fire Department (Except
ter and a sportsman who puts
TENDENT OF THE MURRAY
Common Council of City of Chief of Police, Chief of Fire "Strange Report" is a new games. Part Two of "Sparta- his unwilling
son to the test of
WATER AND SEWERAGE
one-hour
London-made,
crime
Murray, Kentucky.
Department poi Fire Departthe kill. Players include GodSYSTEMS, SUPERINdetective series on NBC.
NBC's movie at 9 screens
ment Inspel) are hereby
frey Cambridge, Jackie Vernon,
TENDENT OF THE MURRAY
Highlights:
1969's "Eye Of the Cat," starSECTION IV: On and after the granted six (1) paid nolida
Tom Bosley and Raymond MasNATURAL, GAS SYSTEM,
SUNDAY
ring
Eleanor
Parker as a rich sey.
first day in January, 1471, the during 1971.
BUILDING INSPECTOR FOR
CBS
preempts
"Lamp
Unto
valid marked for murder by
compensation
the
of
THE CITY Op) idtRRA Y,
My Feet" and "Look Up and scheming girl.
SUPERINTENDENT OF mg titcTION X: All
ardiances or Live," 10.11 a.m., for "Religion
THURSDAY
KENTUCKY, //kV-PERINMURRAY
WATER
AND portions of ordinances in conflict
Bing Crosby, the Supremes
TENDENT OF
MURRAY SEWERAG
10,"
a
review
of
religious
the
TUESDAY
E SYSTEMS shall be herewith are hereby repealed as
SANITATION DEPARTMENT;
field in the past Year.
"Hee Haw" on CBS at 8:30 and David Steinberg are on
the sum of $11,520.00 per year: of the date of final passage
Flip Wilson's NBC hour at 7:30
of this National Football Conference features singer
PROVIDING METHODS OF
Charley Pride,
and the compensation far the ordinance, to the extent
of such championship on CBS.
p.m.
PAYING OTHER CITY EMAmanda
Blaktrand
Mickey
ASSISTANT SUPERIN- conflict, and to such extent
only. American Football Conference
PLOYEES; AND REPEALING
ABC preempts "Bewitched"
TENDENT OF THE MURRAY
ORDINANCES OR PORTIONS
championship on NBC.
AK's new movie- at 8:30 is Ina "Barefoot In The Park" for
WATER AND SEWERAGE
OF ORDINANCES IN CON- SYSTEMS
"Animal World," with Bill "Alias Smith And Jones," a an 8:30 - 9:30 special of the
shall be the sum of
Fucr HEREWITH.
Burrud
as host-narrator, returns comedy-type western about two ''Changing Scenes" variety
$0,720.00 per year.
to CBS, 5:30-6.
outlaws given a chance" to go series, this one hosted by EnOn and after the first day in
BE IT ORDADFED
WINS STOCKING—Mike Latham, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Ed Sullivan's CBS hour at 8 straight. Pete Duel and Ben gelbert Humperdinck, with BarJanuary, 1971, the compensation
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
bara Eden, Don Adams, The Latham of 530 South 6th St., was the winner of the Christma,
has Sergio Franchi, Lana Can- Murphy head the cast.
of such other employees as the
CITY OF MURRAY, KENtrell, Rodney Dangerfield, John NBC preempts the usual Osmond Brothers, Jud Strunk, stocking filled with toys that was given away by the Bank of
Superintendent of the Murray
PASSED ON FIRST READING
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TOByner, C. C. Smith and the movie time for a 9-11 monthly Cal Wilson, the Mike Curb Con- Murray last week. Latham's name was drawn as a result of his
Water and Sewerage Systems, ON THE 22ND
DAY OF Bayanihan Dancers.
WIT:
"First Tuesday." One of the gregation, Hansel Terry and visit to the bank's 'Holiday Room' during the week of Christmas
with the approval of the Common DECEMBER, 1970.
In
"A
Single
Pilgrim"
on subjects is a study of the build- Yvonne Wilder contributing.
SECTION I: On and after the Council of City of Murray, PASSED
ON
SECOND NBC's "Bonanza" at 9, Hoes
is up of a military-industrial com- Tfie CBS movie at 9 rescreens wether playing his wife. Don
Kentucky, may deem expedient, READING ON
THE 29TH DAY shot accidentall
returns for another season on
first day in January, 1971, the shall
the first half of 1957's "The
y tr.ft` a hunter, plex in Japan.
be such salaries, as the OF DECEMBER, 1970
Knotts and other "Griffith
ABC, 3-4:30. The $75,000 open.
compensation of the personnel of
Bridge
On
The
River
who
refuses
Kwai,"
to
help
him.
'Another
Buckle for Wesley
Common Council of City of
Alumni" are on the opening eplive, in St. Paul, Minn.
the
MURRAY
POLICE Murray, Kentucky, may from
The ABC movie at 9 rescreens Hill' is the fare on ABC's starring William Holden and isode as old friends seeking
the "CBS Golf Classic"
COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF Part
DEPARTMENT shall be in the time
begins
One of 1960's "Sparta:0r, "Marcus Welby, M.D." at 10. Alex Guineas in a tale of allied same special favor.
to time fix or determine. MURRAY, KENTUCK
Y
another season, 4-5, with Tom
sums set forth hereinbelow, per The minutes
prisoners
held
by
the
Japanese
all-star
cast
in
story
of
ancient
Rancher
becomes
of the meeting of the
The CBS movie at 9 has the
despondent
Weiskopf and Bert Yancey
year, payable at such intervals Common
Rome and a revolt of the gladi- because of being dependent in World War II.
Council fixing such By Holmes Ellis
second half of "The Bridge On meeting
Hale Irwin and Howie
and amounts as the disbursing remuneration shall
ator!.
upon a kidney machine.
be sufficient Hohnes Ellis, Mayor,
The River Kwai."
Johnson in a first-round match.
City of
officers of the City of Murray, evidence of
032-1 replaces Tim Conway's
such determination. Murray, Kentucky
NBC
replaces "Bracken's The annual
Kentucky, may direct, or as Such
Hula Bowl foothour at 10 with a repeat of
WEDNESDAY
sums shall be payable at
NBC preempts "The High World," 10-11, with a British- ball game, with teams made
directed by the Common Council such intervals'
up
Jackie
Gleason's "The Honey- CBS preempts regular pro- Chaparral" at. 7:30
and amounts as ATTEST:
made
series,
"Strange
Report,"
p.m. for
of senior stars, is on ABC via
of City of Murray, Kentucky.
mooners" musicals seen on the gramming, 7:30 - 9 p.m., for "Say
the disbursing officers of City of Stanford Andrus,
starring
Anthony
Quayle as a satellite at 4:30 as
Goodbye," documentary
a "Wide
network on Saturday nights dur- another annual repeat of the special about the struggle of
Murray, Kentucky, may direct, Stanford Andrus,
an- scientific criminologist. First World Of Sports" special.
Clerk
CHIEF OF POLICE-=' Annual or as directed
ing
recent
years. Ralph Kram- Richard Ftodgers - Oscar Ham- imals to survive.
by the Common City of Murray, Kentucky
episode is "Skeleton—Let SleepCBS 5-6, has a live telecast of
ITC den arm Ed Norton
Salary of $7,860.00.
Council of the City of Murray,
enter a merstein video - original '-ver- CBS preempts "The Interns" ing Heroes Lie." Excavation of
play on final holes of the third
Kentucky.
sion of "Cinderella."
a
World War II bomb site in round of
at 7:30 to repeat "The Lions
the Glen Campbell
CAPTAIN OR CAPTAINS—
ABC's "The Johnny Cash Are Free," documentary sequel London reveals the skeleton of
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Los Angeles Open golf tourna(number to be determined by
Show
features
at
9
a
murder
Derek
victim
and
and
to
a
the
case
movie,
of
"Born
first
Free,"
day in January, 1971, the
with
Common Council from time to
ment.
the Dominoes, Connie Smith, Bill Travers and Virginia Mc- treason.
of
the
time)—Annual
NBC's movie at 9 rescreens
salary
of compensation
Anderson,
Homer and Jeth- Kenna.
SUPERINTENDENT
OF
$6,360.00.
1966's ''Namu, The Killer
ro and "Ramblin — Jack Elliott. "The New Andy Griffith
SATURDAY
MURRAY NATURAL GAS
Whale," starring -Robert LanWASHINGTON (UP!)—The loose coal ani coal dust" in parts NBC's "Kraft Music Hall" at Show" is introduced by CBS at The annual Senior Bowl foot- sing as a naturalist who beSERGEANTS—(number to be SYSTEM shall be the sum of
9
offers
"On
ball
Stage
game
Miss
Amen
is on NBC at 2 p.m. comes friends with
- 8:30. The half-hour series
Kentucky coal mine ripped of the mine, absence of proper
determined by Common Council $11,520.00 per year:
a whale
te
s.
Bert Parks is host, Griffith as mayor of a North from Mobile, Ala.
for presence st
On and after the first day in by an explosion on Wednesday
of gas before
from time to time)—Annual
that a community wants no
as
well
as
and
participant
"Professio
souiclude
.Phylnal
Bowlers
Tour"
and
Carolina
had
after
been
January,
town,
closed
with
blasting
1971, the compensation
down three days
Lee Merisalary of $6,000.00.
part of." ,
of such other employees as the last summer because of "im- before using eletrical equipment
PATROLMEN—with more Superintendent of the Murray minent danger" caused by at the mining Lee.
The inspectors concluded there
than two (2) years' experience on Natural Gas System, with the vollation of federal mine safety
was imminent Ginger" at the
Murray Police Force—Annual approval of the Common Council laws, it was disclosed today
of City of Murray, Kentucky, The U. S. Bureau of Mines mine until the cmditions were
salary of $5,700.00.
may deem expedient, shall be ordered men out of part of the corrected. Men were pulled off
PATROLMEN—with more such salaries as the Common Finley No. 15 mine June 19. In- the job on Friday,the 19th. There
than six (6) months' experience Council of City of Murray, spectors permitted it to re-open was a quickie inspection of a
but less than two (2) years' ex- Kentucky, may from time to time June 72 after satisfying them- portion of the mine Nov. 19 and
perience on Murray Police fix or determine. The minutes of selves that hazardous conditions one violation reported was lack of
Force—Annual
salary
of the meeting of the Common had abated, a Mines Bureau rescue devices for underground
miners. These are similar to gas
Council fixing such remuneration spokesman said.
$5,460.00.
shall be sufficient evidence of The safety violations cited as masks and are intended to
the basis for the June 19 "with- protect men for possibly an ?tour
PATROLMEN—with less than such determination.
Such sums shall be payable at drawal"
order
included from the deadly carbon
six (6) months' experience on
Murray Police Force—Annual such intervals and amounts as "dangerous accumulation of monoxide gas that always
the disbursing officers of City of
follows an explosion.
salary of $4,920.00.
Murray, Kentucky, may direct,
The inspectors reported the
devices were on order but had not
SECTION II: On and after the or as directed by the Common
arrived at the time. A Mines
first day in Jan
, 1971, the Council of the City of Murray,
entucky
compensation of the ersonnel.
:Bureau spokesman said today he
did not know whether they had
the MURRAY FIRE DEPARTbeen provided prior to WedMENT shall be the sums as set SECTION VI: On and after the
- „ forth hereinbelow, per year, first day in January, 1971, the
NEW YORK (UPI1—Inves- nesday's explosion.
peril:4e at such intervals and compensation of the BUILDING tors should not be "exultant The June inspection was the
amounts as the disbursing of- INSPECTOR for City of Murray, when stock prices rise, nor last complete one made at the
ficers of City of Murray, Ken- Kentucky, shall be the sum 'of depressed when they fall," mine—actually two mines which
tucky, may direct, or as directed $3,6(16..00 per year: and litU. according to Vance, Sanders & run together underground -hy
thereto, he shall be &Mated Co. Noting prices are ineffec- federal il.sptors: before the
--by the Common C,outiell of City of •
the sum of $600.00 peryear as tive until cash is exchanged for blast that killed 36 men ViedMurray, Kentucky.
expense money. Such sums shall stocks or stocks exchanged for nesdzy.
CHIEF OF FIRE DEPART, be payable at such intervals and cash," the company said, it is Even though the "spot check"
MENT—Annual salary
o amnunts as the disbursing d- "comforting" that over the long made Nov. 19 is described as a
icers of City of Murray, Ken- run prices rise. Investors who kind of "walk-in, look around"
27,860.00.
cky, may direct, or as directed held on "have a fighting chance inspection at a "representative
Common Council of the of ending the one-year period of part" of a mine,five violations of
ASSISTANT CHIEF OR
ASSISTANT CHIEFS OF PIPE Cit 'o( Murray
1970 higher than they began the the new Federal Mine Health and
.
, Kentucky.
DEPARTMENT—(number to he
year," it said, "and who, last Safe), Law were reported.
Liksx
determined by the Common SECTION
=flatter the May, would have believed this One of the other violations
listed was absence of proper
Council from time to time)— first day in JanuaNs 1971, the possible.?"
grounding of direct-curret
compensation
the
of
Annual salary of $6,360.00.
SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
Spear & Staff, Inc. said it electrical equipment.
Another failure was to use
INSPECTOR—Annual salary SANITATION DEPARTMENT of would not be "overly surprised
City of Murray, Kentucky, shall to see the Dow Jones Industrial qualified persons to maintain,
of $6,360.00.
be the sum of $7,860.00 per year. Average exceed 900 before the test and examine electrical
SHIFT LEADERS OR CAP- On and after the first day in end of 1971." A pertinent factor equipment.
TAINS—Annual salary
of January, 1971, the compensation in the company's projection is Still another was too much
66,000.00.
of such other employees as the its "general theory that stock "respiral dust"—the kind blamed
Superintendent*of the Sanitation market conditions are most for miner "blacklung disease"
FIREMEN—with two (2) Department of City of Murray, favorable during the third year but which can also be explosive in
heavy accumulation, the Mine
years' experience—Annual Kentucky, with the approval of of a presidential term."
Bureau said
the Common Council of City of
salary of $5,700.00.
Murray, Kentucky, may deem The recent trend towards The violations that led to the
FIREMEN—with six (81 expedient, shall be such salaries secondary and speculative June closure of the mine also
- months' experience—Annual as the Common Council of City of issues probably is just begin- Included tacit of proper rw.:
Murray, Kentucky, may from ning, F: F Hutton & Co. dusting in certain areas, trailing
salary of $5,400.00.
time to time fix or determine. believes The company expects cables being run over, and their
FIREMEN—not presently The minutes of the meeting of the it to continue into the early Insulation damaged by mine
employed but thereafter em- Common Council fixing such stages of the new year and said vehicles, evidence of smoking by
ployed, with less than six (6) *rnuneration shall be sufficient these issues "are likely to men inside the mine and short
months' service—Assumel salary evidence of such determination. provide the best sport term circuit protection not provided on
any cables for direct-current
Such sums shall be payable at trating gains."
of $4,920.00.
"face" equipment.
such intervals and amounts' as
SECTION M:On and after the the disbursing officers of City ai The Federal Reserve Board's
first day in Januasy, 1971, the Murray, Kentucky, may direct, "big money machine" haS
Now You Know
compensation
of
the or as directed by the Conulxm removed one of the market's By limited Press International
SUPERINTENDENT OF THE Council of City of Murray, "biggest drags"—tight money, The llth and 12th pairs of
STREET DEPARTMENT of City Kentucky.
according to the Alexander ribs in humans are coinnionly
of Murray. Kentucky,shall be the
Hamilton Institute The Insti- called the floating ribs because
sum of $7.160 00 per year: and the- SECTION VIII: The salaries tute said the FED has pumped they are the only pairs which
compensation of the ASSISTANT hereinbefore fixed for personnel up the money supply about six do not complete their curve to
SUPERINTENDENT OF 'INC: of the Police Department, per- per cent and it said "a further the breastbone but end up
in
STREET DEPARTMENT of City sonnel of the Fire Department, easing is in store for 1971."
the mid-chest cavity.
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Mine Was Closed Last Summer
Because.Of Safety Violations: Eric
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Kevin Lee is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ham of
Benton Route Four for their baby
boy, weighing seven ,npunds
twelve ounces, born on Tuesday,
December 29, at 6:50 p.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

In accorc
Statutes, I
;Z.200: NO)
; That a repoi
- of accounts
1970 filed b
Administra
Jesse Johns
same has b
Calloway C
- dered filed
`-petions. An
file any exc
so on or be
'-or be forev
Witness n
December,
By Max
County
Callowa
By Judi
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Ladies and mens shoes are displayed on racks and priced as marked.

HANDBAGS

/
1
4 off

SAVE

How should you
handle'young be

OFF

7:30

a

of Murray
HWY. 041 S.

JOIN US FOR
SUNDAY BUFFET
Served Each Sunday
to 1:30 p.m.11:30
$2.25
Adults
si.00
Children 'ander)2

DEAR PUT. OFF: yin afraid you blew lOwben you left
'him for a week.-Yon know that old saying. "Ott of sight, out
sI mind?" Well. that's what happened. Your friend doesn't
sound like he's ready far marriage yet. At least, not to you.
SEAR ABBY: My sister in law isn't speaking to me
anymore and here is why: She used to call rite up and invite
me to her place for dinner. Then just as I was leaving, she
would lirid me up with boxes and packages to deliver for her.
(She'd say, ."You have a car and it will take you only a
Minute to drop this package off at so and so's, and to return
—Nese library books, and take this girdle back to the store."1
At first t used to accilitlialate her, then-I realized
that
" 'every time Ihe invited me teArter .she had a Minch of
errands for me,so I finally got up the nerve to tell her that I
watild tatcrvit-oite•torViNaliiiiile me-ter-44Nier without
asking me to run erranda.
Well, that'a„,the last time she called me. Was I wone to
tell her hew I feet?
"HAD IT- IN JERSEY
DUNE HAD: If that's how you felt, you were right to um
her.
What's your problem! You'll feel better if yop get it off
yew chest. !rill,. to WY. ass MOS, Los Angeles, Cal..
.r.211Prsonal reply ~lose stamped. addressed

ABOVE PRIMINCLUDE-DRINIC--Se DESSERT
For Abby's booklet -Bow to ITve a Level; Wedding,"
.end.,Si to Abby. dos 49701, Loa Asgeffli, Cal 10051
Are
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December 30, at 8:50 a.rn. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed by
Thomas Jones' Used Cars.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mn.
Dalton Moffitt of Garden Citsk,
Mich. A great grandmother is
Mrs. Louella Moffitt of Mayfield.
A great great grandmother is
Mrs. Gills Windsor of Murray
Route One:.

They have four other sons,
Charles Randall, age eleven,
Anthony Clayton, age nine,
Terrell Wayne, age seven, and Mr. and Mrs. Gary Dyer of
Nathan Eddie, age three. The New Concord announce the birth
father is employed at Airco of a baby girl, Stacy Lynn,
weighing six pounds, born on
Alloys, Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Wednesday,December 30, at 2:28
Rob Ham ortenfori Route One p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
and Mr.and Mrs.Tommy Hork of County Hospital.
The new father is employed by
BentoirRoute Four.
the Murray Silica Sand Cornpany.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hill,
221 Woodlawn, Murray, are the
parents ..of a baby girl, Tisa Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Fontaine, weighing seven pounds Edgar Dyer of Williamsville, Ill.,
six ounces, born on Tuesday, and Mr. and Mrs. George Zepp of
scrapper, snow brush, flares and
How muck food can you safely flashlight. — Barletta Wrather, December 29, at 9:15 p.m. at the Springfield, Ill.,
Murray -Calloway County Great grandparents are Mr.
freeze at one time.? The U. S.
209 Maple St., Murray, Ky. 42071
and Mrs. Louis Tereshuk of
Hospital.
Department of Agriculture
Phone:- /53-1452.
The new father_is a student at Peoria, Ill., and Mrs. Hilda
• suggests that you limit the
++
+
Copeland, of Ozford, England.
Murray State University.
amount of food to be frozen at one,
Did you know that American
, time to two pounds per cubic foot farmeri combat 1,500 plant Grandparents are Mr. nd Mrs.
of total freezer space. — Patricia diseases and 250 animal John Hill of Madisonville and Mr.
E. Cutsinger, Courthouse,. diseases? — Maxine Griffin, and Mrs. Stanley Stokes of Cadiz.
Great grandmothers are Mrs.
Benton, Ky. 42025- Phone: 527County Ext. Agent, Clinton, Ky. George Hill of Madisonville and
6601.
42031 653-2231.
++
Bast of Midison,
Mrs. Paul
Men's fashion world is as
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Smith
Wisconsin.
revolutionary as it has been in the
and sons, Lynn and Bob, od,
last few seasons. Men will find
A baby 'boy, Brian Mason, Franklin,Tenn., were the holiday
that women can be a great aid to
weighing eight pounds fourteen guests of their parents and
'them in shopping, as they have a
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs. grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
better trained eye for selecting
Monday, January 4
Jerry Moffitt, 3082 South 15th Robert L. Smith, 1012 Sharpe
and coordinating colors, patterns The Baptist Women of Sinking Street, Murray, on Wednesday,'Street, Murray.
and fabrics. With the economical Spring Baptist Church is
status as it is today, retailers are scheduled to meet at the church
selecting clothing items that have at seven p.m.
more fashion mileage and are
priced according to their built-in The Kathleen Jones Group of
value and quality. Men's fashions WMS of the First Baptist Church
are following the ,same tempo as will meet at the home of Miss
women's, with the soft look Lorene Steann at 7:15 p.m.
dominant. The stiff, architectural
look is out. Moving in closer to the The Lottie Moon Group of WMS
body, the new lines give added of the First Baptist Church will
emphasis to the body silhouette. meet at the home of Mrs.
Traditional and inner city Rudolph Howard at 7:30 p.m.
clothing have lost their
restricted, almost provincial, The Executive Board of the
attitudes and looks. — Catherine Almo School PTA is scheduled to
C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky. meet at the school at 1:30 p.m.
42050 Phone: 236-2351.
.-+ + +
The Licensed Practical Nurses
Foam-lined knitwear which will meet in the conference room
resists wrinkling, sagging, and of the Murray-Calloway County
stretching, can be washed Hospital at seven p.m. A film on
exactly like a fine sweater. Just "Arthritis" will be shown.
By Abigail Va urensqueeze the garment through
• warm soap or detergent suds,
DEAR ABBY: Yeaterday-F;ras approached on thestreet
Tuesday, Juror 5
rinse with lots of clear water, blot
by a long-haired hippie,ky0 who looked to be-about 22 or 23_
in a towel, and hang to dry in an
The Annie Armstrong,
He said, "Mister, wil4-1°u give me 50 cents . ..I'm hungry."
airy place. — Dean Roper, the WMS of the First
Without thinking5-1 retiched into my pocket :and gave him 50
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Church will meet at diet-home" tit --vents. La
regretted having been -such a soft_ touch. How
p.M. - would
Mrs. Edgar Shirley at
— Phone: 247-2334.*
have handled that situation?
LA CIENEGA
++
with Mrs. Lloyd Cornell a
DEAR.I.A: I'm glad you asked that question because
Get your car ready for winter leader.
ealy last week was walking along when a long-haired hippie
now. Get the owner's mannual
type stopped me and said. "Lady. I need 35 cents is get
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
and read it again. It's surprising
home."
- how much good information on the First Presbyterian Church
•
'
Altho I didn't boy ID story, I baeamie seolfewhat
your car this booklet contains. Will meet at the home of Mrs. Olis
flustered, hut I gave him SS cents. Noel reCret having
We recommend a fall tune up McNelis at 1:30 p.m.
missed an opportunity to tell that youth Tibet be seeded to
because:(1) ignition and system
hear. Giving an able-bodied person money simply because he
,_must be functioning properly.(2)
puts his hand out confirms his philosophy that--irs easier to
your cooling system should be Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
- carefully checked. -(I)- -Your of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
beg than work: Nett time I'll say, "Nothing doing. Buddy.
windshild washers should be at the Masonic Hall at sewn p.m.
Get a job and eirn your own bread!"
efficient. (4) Your front tires
should have at least 1-16 inch of The WSCS of the Goshen UnitedDEAR ABBY: I ant a single, mature young woman who
tread. (5) Be sure your heater Methodist Church will meet at
met a mmiddle-aged bachelor. Within a month he proposed
at
seven
church
p.m.
the
and defroster are in good
marriage. I thought we should know each other better, so I
operating condition...4-6-r-Check all
suggested we. wait a while before making any commitments.
Christian
Group
I
of
the
First
break
lights including
lights, turn
He kept telling me he couldn't live . without. me and hid- to
signals, parking and back-up Church CWF will meet at ten
have my answer, so' I told him I wanted to go away for a
and
M.
'(r-Ellis
lights. 7) Your breaks should be aril. With Mrs.
week I I went to my sisterhk-300 miles away for my vacation)
properly adjusted to stop the car Mrs. E. D. Roberts as hostesses.
to think things over: I told him there shoiild be no-letters or
without swaying. (Si Be sure Mrs. Howard Titsworth will be in
phoietat3 -becausei,wailtadlireesilly-tliink- &emit-about It.
pr6grarn.
elle
of
the
your rear vitt* mirrow and vision
Well, you've heard flan old -laying, "Absence Makes the
are clear and properly adjusted
heart grow fonder?" 12 must have worked because I really
(9i Use the proper weight oil.(10) 'Group U of the First Christian .
missed him and when I got home,. I told him I had decided to
will
meet
at
two
Church
CWF
Check staring (11) Be Careful
marry him.
that tihaust is in working psh. with Mrs. Ernest Bailey and
Then he told me he wanted a week to think it- over. He
s,sie Pickard as hostesses.
2) Your horn should Mrs'S.t3
condit
didn't leave town, but suggested we not see esch other or
:be I
an terr. Other items Mrs. Bailey will have the
talk on the phone. After the week was up be asked for
ful are: sand and program and Mrs. Rupert Parks
another week! I was hurt, but gave him another week.' Now
ion math, snow shovel, ice the devotion.
he tells me he is still not sure and wants "a little more
time" to make up his mind!
Do you think he is pulling my leg, or Dying to get even
with me? I want to marry him, but how d I get him to ask
caLIEBRAT11
me now?
P11' OFF

it
ee
ldil
frk zpvvicso

1971'

$AYE
DoorcOpan at 8:30 a.m. Daily
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NOTICE

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

SATURDAY-ANUARY 2. 1971

Fight Over Pesticidk,Spills Over State Line

In accordance with Kentucky In accordance with Kentucky IMMMUMMEMEMMINUMBP TEXAS OIL COMPANY needs
but in tile spring use eggs will
good man over 40 for short trips N bitter fight over pesticides the long-lasting pesticides the went to court to enjoin the action.
Statutes, Secfions 25.195 and Statutes, Sections .25.195 and
WALL TO WALL CARPET
hatch and the battle will resume
the
that
was
upshot
The
given
Contact
hereby
is
25.200:
Notice
surrounding Murray.
25.200: No.ice is hereby given
has spilled across a state line. Audubon Society seeks to ban Department of Agriculture Meanwhile, Audubon has no
eport of Final Settlement
customers. We train. Air mai)A. Ranchers in New Mexico say entirely, has not been authorized
that a report of Final Settlement that
for the illegal easy answers to suggest. One
0. Dickerson, Pres., South- they must spray to protect 142- Agricull
of accounts was on December 28, of accounts was on December 28, /We will furnish
. Department of refused funds
.iteg
.
by the l
of te ranchers proposal is the use of a pesticide
some
but
spraying,
Ft.
Bourland,
1970
Corp.,
Maudie
filed
by
Petroleum
western
:1970 filed by Annie V. Johnson,
on the range
and completely install
million dollar's worth of grazing
their
own cost, called Dibrcun, which is far more
at
ahead,
went
J4C
Worth, Tex.
..Administratrix of the estate 01 Administrator of the estate of
•other things,
3 full rooms or up to
their neighbors, caterpillar.
_lands
but
(The expensive, but which breaks
anyway.
and sprayed
_-_,Jesse Johnson, Dec'd and that the Mary J. Carr, Deed and that the
360 sq. ft. of 100 percent
do#nstrer-th Texas, say the the authors report, five parts per authors of the article point out down and becomes harmless in a
by
the
been
approved
same
has
- same has been approved by the
nylon carpet with tackless
Many
chemicals threaten to con- billion of this chemical in water
that the manufacturer who relatively short time.
OLD ESTABLISHED firm needs
__'Calloway County Court and or- Calloway County Court and orinstallation over heavy.
feel
the water supply of will kill trout. • ,.
however,
taminate
ts,
conservationis
an
for
pesticide
a
store
general
man at once for
dered filed to lie over for exc- dered filed to lie over. for excWithin the five New Mexico supplies
duty sponge padding
to destroy
and
people
about
375,000
known
yet
is
enough
not
unauthorized use is subject to
work. Must be honest and willIng
.petions. Any person desiring to petions. Any person desiring to
`
.
for the total price of
' counties lie the headwaters of the
wildlife.
penalties, although his new chemical. Another
criminal
to work. Full time. Good working
file any exception. thereto will do file any exception thereto will do
counter-Charges Canadian River which in Texas
and
Charges
a difficult law to approach would be to introduce a
it's
And
hours
admittedly
working
conditions,
so on or before January 25, 1971 so on or before January 25, 1971
in an article, "The feeds two lakes that' provide,
detailed
are
prosecute.) How much damage natural enemy of the range
wages. Answer in own hidor Be forever barred.
or be forever barred.
Great Caterpillar War and the according to State officials, may have resulted from the caterpillar, but no specific plan
and
experience
giving
writing
Eay
of
29
my
hand
this
Witness
. Witness my hand this 29 day of
Budget terms arranged
Ecopolitics.of Pesticides," which fishing valued at almost 13
private-amazing is not known, has been offered.
etc. to P.O. Box 32 K, Murray,
December, 1970
For Free Home
December, 1970.
in the January issue of million a year. The river also
appears
The article leaves a clear
to the article.
34C
according
Kentucky.
By Marvin Harris .4
11
for
By Marvin Haftis
water
Demonstration
drinking
the
the
supplies
Audubon, the magazine of
lesson: chemical pesticides are a
lying
is
fight
the
moment
the
At
'
Clerk,
Court
County
Day or Night
County Court Clerk,
National Audubon Society. The Texas towns.
dormant, say the authors, "like dangerous to9I for insect control
Calloway County, Ky .
Calloway County, Ky.
NEED EXTRA money to pay authors are Peter and Katherine The idea of 500 tons of the caterpillar eggs which now lie and we still haveli great deal lo
By Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
By Judith Ainley, D. C. 1TP
CALL COLLECT
those holiday bills? Part time or Montague, who run the Southwest toxaphene being sprayed in the by the billion in the grasslands" learn about them.
901-424-7340
full time. Extra Good pay for Research and Information upper Canadian River basin area
In accordance with Kentucky
alarmed the Texans to the point
Carpet
Mfg.
lady,any age. Call 489-2831. J4C Center in Albuquerque.
Outlet
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes,. Sections 25.195 and
Audubon that the State's Attorney
National
the
of
Although
Answer to Yesterday's Puzz,
and
25.195
Sections
Statutes,
25.200: Notice is hereby given
Jackson, Tenn.
WANTED: WOMAN to live in Society has been a militant General, Crawford C. Morton,
003 00 MUGU
Notice is hereby given
25.200:
5 Beg
that a report of Final Settlement
ACROSS
home and care for older woman. campaigner against over-use ofil
1100000 01:10030
that a report of Final Settler,'sit
6 Warbles
of accounts as on December 28,
EIN 0000030 OM
J4C pesticides, and has asked that
Phone 753-5881.
7 Pedal digits
1 Plague
was on 28 ds
accounts
of
Mal 0000 1U00
8 Emmet
1970 filed by Phyllis R. Clary,
dangerous
6 Brand
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some
December filed by Estelle Kew
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scale
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Parker, Executrix of the estate
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0. Clary;-Deed and that the same
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ITC never denied the need for insect
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Noel Prentice Parker, Dec'd ard
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Great
14
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00
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00J
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no
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13 8
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17 Sun god
dered filed to lie over for exranchers.
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and ordered filed to heiliwer for frame with book case
OW0M00111 00
head 25 men, 9140.00 per week, 40
ceptions. Any person desiring to
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time. No lay off Phone The New Mexico range
.
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file
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J4C caterpillar has been a problem,
implement
fijo any exception thereto will
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o so on or before January 25 FULL BLOODED light colored
Church
22
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Military
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situation
the
Male
31
that
sides agree
council
22 Prophets
1971 or be forever barred.
assistant
G-rman Shepherd puppies.
deer
23 Scorch
Witness my hand this 29 day of
23 Wan
worsened over the past ten years,
32 More
41 Succor
Witness my hand this 29 day at
25 City in Ohio
drives
J2C
who
One
24
498-8528.
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for
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33 Finished
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By Marvin Harris
portrait
26 Bundles
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29
27 Intertwine
VOLKSWAGEN body. Phone
44 Roman gods
County Court Clerk,
quality
Conservationists like to point
the desert
28 Vehicle
By Marvin Harris
46 Registered
J5NC 1969
410,1626.
38 Christmas
30 Musical
Calloway County, Ky.
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carol
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By Judith Ainley, D. C. l'TP
fault;
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the
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radio,
pllier,
Calloway County, Ky.
31 Pancake
VOL LL NEVER know how clean sports :tripes. Excellent con- overgrazing in-the past years has
34 Footless
By Judith Ainley, D. C. 1TP that rug will be till you try
Blue dition. PT one 753-9275.
In accordance with Kentucky
35 Timepiece
J2C cut down the"number of species of
Lustre.
36 Preposition
a
Rent
shampooer for
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
grasses on the range and has left
accordance with Kentucky Only Vii.111)ot
In
37 Males
K.
J2C 1967 MUSTANG, GT Fastback, It more prone to insect attack.
25.200: Notice is hereby given
38 Direction
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
that a report of Final Settlement
that
four speed.Phone 489-3521. J2P The fact remains, however,
39 Coniunctron
25.200: Notice is hereby given
M,
December
on
of accounts was
lifetime
40 Teutonic
the caterpillar damage is ocof Final Settlement AUTO BATTERIES;
report
a
that
deity
1970 filed by Mildred Lassiter,
arantee $26.20 with exchange. 1964 VOLKAVAGEN bug. Good curring. New Mexico ranchers in
of accounts was on December 28,
41 Chief
administratrix of the estate of
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FuneraLls_Today
For Kirby Fluty
Funeral services for Kirby
Bucy of Almo Route One, well
known carpenter, will be held
today at one p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-.Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Willie Johnson
and .Rt,v. Roger Joseph of
fioeffing.
Active pallbearers will be
Dwain Bucy, Kenny Bucy, Don
Smith, Stanley Wilson, Hoyt
Wyatt, and Tommy Lyons.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Alvah Galloway, Billy Nat
Galloway, James Futrell, Carl
Durham, Aaron Burkeen, and
Alvin Hale.

No One Injure ommuting Of Death Sentences
In Collisions By Spanish, Reds, Top Events
In Worldwide News This Week.
Two traffic collisions were
investigated by the Murray
Police Department on Thursday
and Friday. No injuries were
reported. •
Friday at 5:23 p.m. cars involved in a collision at the intersection of South 15th and
Sycamore Streets were a 1964
Dodge four door owned by Da
Wrye and driven by David
Wryu. of 805 Story Avenue
Murray, and a 1963 Dodge Da
driven by Carl Arthur Sate
of 1613 Parklane, Murray.
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